PROTECTIVE PACKAGING

AEROTHENE & PERFORMANCE BUBBLE

LAMINATIONS

Protective Packaging made from either Aerothene or Performance Bubble T110, which can be
laminated onto a number of materials.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES/TECHNICAL DATA

APPLICATIONS
Protective Packaging in the following industries:
Furniture
Agriculture
Automotive
Construction and roofing
Pharmaceutical
Glassware, electronics etc.

ADVANTAGES
LDPE (low density polyethylene) raw material used in
manufacture is chemically unreactive and non-irritant,
regarded as biologically inert and fully recyclable
Excellent shock absorption characteristics
Good insulating properties
Closed-cell structure ensures dust, water, and wind resistance
Non-toxic, Chemical and UV resistant

CUSTOM APPLICATIONS
Can be manufactured in various weight/ strength categories
Can be laminated to a number of materials - paper, foil, plastic,
and Performance Bubble wrap
Aerothene and Performance Bubble wrap rolls can be split into
quarters, thirds, halves, or any width required
Both Aerothene and Performance Bubble wrap can be
converted into sheets, bags, or pouches to customer
specification

Aerothene:
Manufactured in various thicknesses, widths and lengths
depending on customer requirements.
Standard Widths: 1500mm and 1250mm.
Lengths 100m and 200m and thicknesses from 0.5mm to 5mm.
Can be laminated up to 1000mm.
Colours: White. All other colours quantity dependant.
Performance Bubble:
Manufactured in various weights, roll lengths and widths as per
customer requirement.
Bubble sizes (T110): 10mm bubble base diameter with 3.5mm or
5mm bubble height.
Standard length: 80m and 100m.
Sondor supplies a wide range of die-cuts / gasketing for various
applications. Please contact your nearest Sondor branch to
discuss the most suitable material for your application.

Whilst this document has been prepared in good faith, Sondor Industries (Pty) Ltd
accept no contractual liability of any kind to any person in respect of its contents
or any use made thereof, nor must it be assumed that any such use will not
infringe any patent. This document shall form no part of any contract with a
customer. The data supplied on this sheet is typical and in no way reflects the
final resultant values of the respective products.
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